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The Teacher's Book Premium Pack includes the Teacher's Book and access to the Teacher's Resource Centre, Presentation Kit,
Test Generator and all the digital student components. The Teacher's Book includes teaching notes, teacher development
sections including advice on ideas for developing learning strategies and exam preparation.
Gateway is an academically-rich five-level course designed to lead teenage students to success in school-leaving and university
entrance exams and prepare them for university and the world of work.
This fully revised third edition builds on the task based learning approach that has made 'Cutting Edge' so popular. With new DVDROM material and digital components, learners can be confident of improving their language skills through a carefully balanced
range of activities.
Gateway. B1. Student's Book-Workbook-Webcode. Con Espansionbe Online. Per Le Scuole SuperioriGateway B1+ Sb Pk 2nd Ed
Lessons are designed to consolidate language and act as a springboard for further speaking and writing tasks. Each unit follows
the pattern: An introductory lead-in page with learning objectives; Two main input lessons covering grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and skills work; A functional lesson, which develops useful communication skills and includes strategies for
developing speaking and listening skills; A motivating skills consolidation lesson based on a BBC DVD clip. These act as a
springboard for further speaking and writing tasks. The unit culminates with a page of Lookback exercises. Each Students' Book
has: Ten to 12 units with 90 to 120 hours of teaching material (depending on level); Comprehensive Language Bank with detailed
explanations and extra practice; Photo bank to expand vocabulary; Audio and video scripts; Refreshed with new visuals and texts,
including content from the BBC and other sources; A revised vocabulary syllabus with more recycling of language; Clear
signposting on the page to make teaching and learning easier. The DVD has: BBC clips and interviews, and audio material for use
in class.538

????:The soul of a new machine
Lists the current value of collectible books, and provides addresses for bookbuyers, arranged by subject speciality.
The Student's Book Pack contains the print Student's Book with a strong exams focus and exams task familiarisation
throughout the Student's Book. Access code to the Student's Resource Centre is provided which includes the Class
audio, Workbook audio, Life skills and Flipped classroom videos and a downloadable Macmillan Reader.
Helps students prepare and practise for their school-leaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning and study skills. Taking an
inductive approach to Grammar, this title revises and extends the students' knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through varied skillsbased activities that recycle, revise, evaluate and develop language skills.
Educating children and leading them towards the path of bilingualism is a valuable and challenging task for any educator. Effective language
teaching can contribute to young learners’ cognitive growth, develop their problem-solving skills, enhance their comprehension abilities, and
provide children with the satisfaction of succeeding in the challenge of learning a foreign language. All these issues must be taken under
consideration when researching children and their teachers. The current literature indicates that further material is needed to provide
professionals with different classroom situations and enhance the art of teaching children. Teaching Practices and Equitable Learning in
Children's Language Education focuses on various perspectives of efficient practices, approaches, and ideas for professional development in
the field of young language learners. The chapters in this book link the theoretical understanding and practical experience of teaching
children languages by concentrating on teaching practices, material design, classroom management, reading, speaking, writing, and more.
This book is designed for inservice and preservice teachers, administrators, teacher educators, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers,
academicians, and students interested in the field of early language learning and applied linguistics at large.
The Workbook complements the language and grammar that is taught with the Student's Book and comes complete with an Audio CD
making it an ideal partner for extra practice or homework. This version comes with the key.
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